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Welcome to our surfing guide on the beautiful islands of
Lembongan and Ceningan.
To quickly get you up to speed on using our little guide here
is a few tips.
When you are on the page of a surf break there are clickable
links (where possible) that will open up to give you more
information or play a video.
Within each page, click on the title and it will take you to the
Magic Seaweed website where it will have up to date
conditions, forecasts, tides, historic conditions, seasonal
conditions, photos, videos and much more if you sign up for
the Pro version.
No Mans surf break will go to the Global Surfers website and
Razors misses out at present.
Click on a picture or the icon of the bloke surfing and it will
take you to a YouTube video.
The 2nd last page is for our good friends at Newbro Surf who
offer training for the complete beginner all the way up to
guided tours for the experienced surfer.
The last page is a bit about us. We'd love for you to come say
hi or show us some love on any of our social media channels.
Simply click on any of the icons at the foot of that page.
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SURF BREAKS

All surf spots on Lembongan and Ceningan are
reef breaks and definitely not recommended
for beginners without an instructor. Most of
the surf on Lembongan comes from
groundswells and the best swell
direction is from the southwest
with offshore winds from the east
to southeast.
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SURF BREAKS
Named after the rusting ships bow on the
exposed reef and Nusa Lembongan's most
famous break. At low tide its completely flat
but once the tide starts to come in, sets can
almost appear to come out of nowhere. Short,
intense ride, fairly safe, although can be shallow
on the far inside. Nice tube ride and the righthander makes it popular. Definite best bet is to
hit up a local with a boat to drop you off.

SHIPWRECKS

SHIPWRECKS
VIEW OF THE SURF BREAKS FROM
VILLA 353 DEGREES NORTH

SURF BREAKS
Located just to the south of Shipwrecks on the other side of
the channel. Goofy footers can rejoice as it's a super fast left
with some good clean tube action to be had, especially when
it’s around 4 ft and mid-tide. As with most surf breaks
worldwide, Razors name comes from a distinguishing
feature. The reef here is hell sharp and coupled with shallow
water it’s definitely a wave for the experts. On the plus side
there's never many people in the line up.

RAZORS

RAZORS

SURF BREAKS
Works when the swell is massive. Looks like the perfect
wave and it can be, but if you've not surfed here before
it can close out when you least expect it. When it's not
massive and breaks nearer the reef you've also got the
pickets from the seaweed farming underneath which
can be unnerving as the tide goes out.

NO MANS

NO MANS

SURF BREAKS
Hard charging right. Lacerations, as it sounds, is not for the
faint hearted especially when the tide is on the way out
when it gets nice and hollow and super fast.
Larger swells brings with it an amazing barrel going
rightFirst choice is to get a boat out there but otherwise, it's
not too hard a paddle over from Playgrounds, though make
sure you can be seen when you go through the channel as
the Lembongan to Bali fast boats all move through here.

LACERATIONS

LACERATIONS

SURF BREAKS
Out of the 3 main breaks on Lembongan,
Playgrounds is classed as the safest and take off is
relatively straight forward. It can get crowded so if
you're calling priority and you don't make it 2nd
chances are hard to come by. As the water is
relatively deeper here, even with a lower tide it'll still
break. It's a decent long left with some good wall
sections to work with and if the tide is dropping the
right hander has a cracking albeit short barrel.

Playgrounds

PLAYGROUNDS

SURF BREAKS
You'd be surprised how good this
break is, especially when there's no
surf on Nusa Lembongan. A lefthander that works best on a low tide
and smallish swell. Access by boat
easiest or down the cave pocked cliffs.

CENINGANS

CENINGANS
THE PALMS

SURF SCHOOL
NEWBRO
VILLA 353 Degrees North recommends our good friends at Newbro Surf School.
Newbro is 2 words NEW and BRO - meaning NEW FRIEND.
Established in 2009, locally owned and fully supported by the Lembongan Surf Team (LST).
(LST)
All instructors have taken recognised International Surf Association Instructor Courses.
All instructors are experienced, highly skilled local surfers with a complete knowledge of all the local waves, tides
and water movements.
They have a great reputation for providing surf lessons to absolute
beginners and intermediates in a casual, fun and friendly atmosphere.
They can also act as Surf Guides for the experienced surfer.
Also, do a full range of fantastic personalised snorkelling tours.
To sign up and for more details please speak to Kiri, 353 Degrees North Operations Manager, upon booking or
when you're at 353°N (contact details below).

LENA
Started surfing in 1992 (7 years old).
Worked as surf guide in 01-09 on boat
charter and as a fisherman & surfed in
Australia before he started Newbro.
Certified life guard and ASI, Academy of
Surfing Instructor

ROBOT

MADE

Started surfing in 1996 (8 years old). Got
his first sponsor in 2008 and are now
surfing for Oakley. Ranked 6th in ISC
(Indonesian Surfing Championship) and
been on competitions in Australia and
Hawaii.

Started surfing 1995 (8 years old) Got his
first sponsor at 19 years. Is now surfing
for DAHUI. Won a lot of competitions on
LST and ISC. Been ranked no 11 at ISC.
Made also speaks good Japanese!

KIRI - 353 Degrees North
E: info@353degreesnorth.com.au
Ph: +62 822 3659 7828

All enquiries please email:
bookings@353DegreesNorth.com.au

